
SECTION C

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING DESIRED FUNCTIONAL MATRIX (The information must be completed and submitted in the format provided).

1)

Y
3P
C

F
N

2)

3)

FUTURE TOOL / DESIRED FUNCTIONALITY Y 3P C F N

Intuitive system navigation (e.g. configurable menus, screens, 
drop down lists, etc.). Users should not have to jump around to 
multiple windows/screens for data entry.
Customer defined templates (e.g. test results, photos, checklist 
of inspections activities, etc.) throughout all modules.

Unique record identifiers will be generated by the system across 
all modules e.g. work order #, repair order #, phone log #, 
permit # etc.)
Data input supported by drop down menus or lists with selection 
options.
Unlimited free text fields for notes across all modules.
Contain Notes tab/view across all modules with historical notes 
listed, user that created the note, and date/time stamp.

Full audit trail and historic view throughout all modules: Date, 
time, user who made the change, etc.
Role-based, user configurable views/forms, menus, fields, and 
reports.
Drill down to transaction detail throughout all modules and 
across to other modules.
System should be able to share data across all modules 
preventing duplicate data entry.
Users should not have to jump around to multiple 
windows/screens. 

For “C”, explain the nature and amount of customization required, and experience with the same or similar modifications

Vendor Response
Applicable Module(s):  Identify which module(s) of the software the functionality is part of ‐ in the final column (as applicable).
For “F”, explain the functionality in the new release, the expected general availability release timing and provide surety that the functionality will be included

General

Comments Applicable Module(s)
Highway Management,  E911/Rural 

Addressing, Motor Pool, Fuel Reporting, 
Sign Management, Fleet Maintenance, 

Building Department, Planning and Zoning 
and Flood Control

1

2

3

4

10

11

5
6

7

8

9

For “3P”, explain what third party software application or service is required, any integration requirements, and the vendor’s relationship with this third party

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION/DESIRED FUNTIONALITY MATRIX

For each line item, the vendor must indicate Y, 3P, C, F, or N with an “X” in the Vendor Response column, according to the following legend:
Fully supported by the current release of the software.
Supported with third party software (i.e. software not directly owned or controlled by the vendor submitting the proposal).

Customization is required to meet the requirement (e.g. changes to the underlying code must be made; a new table must be created; etc.) This causes additional upgrade work in 
Order to implement new versions or upgrades.

Vendor Response

For “Y”, explain how their product fully supports request, and discuss any limitations

Future functionality: Supported in the next release of the software.

Not Supported

If the vendor responds with Y, 3P, C, or F, provide additional information in the comments column, or on an additional page using the corresponding numbers and titling each number with the appropriate 
feature title:

ITEM NO.
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SECTION C

FUTURE TOOL / DESIRED FUNCTIONALITY Y 3P C F N

Vendor Response Comments Applicable Module(s)
Highway Management,  E911/Rural 

Addressing, Motor Pool, Fuel Reporting, 
Sign Management, Fleet Maintenance, 

Building Department, Planning and Zoning 
and Flood ControlITEM NO.

Search function capable of searching across all modules and 
fields (e.g. location, asset number, employee, permit #, date).

Context sensitive help.
Edit/spell check tool.
Customer definable rules-based pop-ups/visual markers/flags 
inside user interface throughout all modules.

Ability for users to access, maintain and edit asset information 
directly within the CMMS or directly through the ESRI ArcGIS 
application.
Ability to charge work by line item to cost centers, GL accounts, 
or via allocations across all modules.
Capture time entry direct from staff across all modules.
Ability to apply employee overhead rate by project.

Create, read, interpret, and print QR codes.
Flexible Role-based system accounts such that accounts can 
be created for admin users, general, and read only users based 
on role in the organization or external organizational user 
access need.
Allow users to access the system outside of the county firewall

Attach electronic files (i.e. PDF, video, audio) to various records 
and fields across all modules throughout the system.

Support of mobile technologies (synchronization when not 
connected to cell service), and various mobile devices (e.g. 
tablets, smartphones, etc.).
Mobile device capability solution that works on common industry 
platforms (Example: Android, Apple iOS).
Able to access tool and enter data, attach files while 
disconnected from network, save locally until connected to 
network then push/sync to system once connected.
Bi-directional interface with Microsoft Outlook and Microsoft 
Exchange Server.
Bi-directional integration with Microsoft Office 365.
Bi-directional integration with Microsoft Active Directory system.

Full Integration with county financial application New World 
(Finance system).

Full integration with ESRI ArcGIS.
Full integration with BOS meeting agenda tool AgendaQuick 
(vendor- Destiny Software)
Full integration with Petro Vend Phoenix Premier System 2 (fuel 
system vendor- OPW Fuel Management systems)
Full integration with industry standard bar code scanners.

IT - Technology

12
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SECTION C

FUTURE TOOL / DESIRED FUNCTIONALITY Y 3P C F N

Vendor Response Comments Applicable Module(s)
Highway Management,  E911/Rural 

Addressing, Motor Pool, Fuel Reporting, 
Sign Management, Fleet Maintenance, 

Building Department, Planning and Zoning 
and Flood ControlITEM NO.

Full integration with industry standard parts vendor database 
systems. 
Full integration with Human Resource system New World, 
(Vendor-Tyler Technologies)
Full integration with IVR system
Full integration with industry standard engineering plan review 
applications/systems. 
Full integration with credit card vendor Lexis Nexis-Vitalchek 
product and Forte.
Ability to integrate with industry standard credit card vendors.

Full integration with FEMA Flood Plain Map
Full integration with USGS Stream Stats (Delineates Water 
Course)
Full integration with Google Earth Pro
Full integration with Bluebeam (CAD program)
Full integration with county property information map search.

System should follow industry best practices following a 
standard approach to the software development lifecycle.
System software testing should include regression and 
automated testing.
System should contain separate development, quality 
assurance, and operational environments.
Vendor must provide support related documentation/training
Vendor must provide support model/engagement criteria and 
service level agreement (lines of demarcation between Navajo 
County  and Vendor. Example: what Navajo County will be 
responsible for, what resources are needed and the level of 
work (database administration, system performance tuning, 
Software maintenance and updates etc.)
Navajo County IT encourages the use of ESRI developed 
software for mapping.
Vendor application should have a mechanism that acts as a 
software intermediary allowing communication and data sharing 
to and from external applications.

Navajo County IT will evaluate vendor specifications for either on or off premise solutions based on cost, security, redundancy, regulatory compliance, and up-time.

Vendor system should contain the ability for software updates 
issued to the county via executable scripts if not managed by 
the software.
Vendor must list specifications and requirements for on premise 
solution.
Solution must be able to operate on a Microsoft HyperV server 
environment unless web based.

IT - General

40

41
42

43
44
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45
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IT - On Premise Solution

55

IT - Off Premise Solution
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SECTION C

FUTURE TOOL / DESIRED FUNCTIONALITY Y 3P C F N

Vendor Response Comments Applicable Module(s)
Highway Management,  E911/Rural 

Addressing, Motor Pool, Fuel Reporting, 
Sign Management, Fleet Maintenance, 

Building Department, Planning and Zoning 
and Flood ControlITEM NO.

Vendor must list specifications and requirements for off premise 
solution.
Vendor must provide storage/disaster recovery policy.
Vendor must have data redundancy and provide associated 
Authoritative GIS data should exist in the cloud (ESRI ArcGIS 
Online) but is owned by Navajo County. 

Vendor must provide storage requirements/ recommendations.

Vendor must provide requirement for system resources 
memory, RAM, processor, number of servers needed.
Navajo County IT prefers servers have a Windows OS
Navajo County IT encourages the use of vendor supported 
versions of Microsoft SQL server for RDBMS requirements.
Vendor must provide requirement for needed network 
If client application, need vendor recommended client hardware 
specs.
If client application, user will not need machine admin 
privileges.
If client application, need ability to push application to local 
machine.
Vendor must provide requirements for Microsoft Active Directory 
integration if applicable.
Navajo County IT encourages web applications to run on 
Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS) web server.

Navajo County IT encourages web applications to incorporate 
responsive web design.
Software/system currently is and remains compatible with 
standard browsers: Chrome, IE, Fire Fox, Edge, etc.

Vendor must provide requirements for opening firewall ports, 
service, and direction traffic.
Vendor must provide client bandwidth requirements.
Vendor must provide requirement for internet network 
bandwidth.
Vendor must provide understanding of behavior of 

All known software vulnerabilities must be remedied in a timely 
manner based on industry defined vulnerability and current 
exploitation.
System must have user authentication via Microsoft Active 
Directory or Radius.
System must have activity logging via syslog or other 
standardized collection method.
System must have proxy/parsing of data connections through 
firewall to prevent buffer overflow or other direct connection 
attacks.

60

61

62
63

64

56

57
58
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IT - Systems

70

71
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IT - Network
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IT - Security
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SECTION C

FUTURE TOOL / DESIRED FUNCTIONALITY Y 3P C F N

Vendor Response Comments Applicable Module(s)
Highway Management,  E911/Rural 

Addressing, Motor Pool, Fuel Reporting, 
Sign Management, Fleet Maintenance, 

Building Department, Planning and Zoning 
and Flood ControlITEM NO.

Vendor must internally track which servers are used for what 
functions and applications
Vendor must internally track which open source components 
are in vendor web applications
Vendor must internally classify Assets by importance (e.g. 
Business Critical etc.)
Vendor must use industry best practices to secure 
interfaces/APIs
Vendor must perform Threat Assessment and report to 
customer
Vendor must have a patching plan and mechanism (Automated 
vs. Manual)
Vendor must have a Container management plan (Vulnerability 
Scanning proprietary, open source, registry)

Vendor must  Prioritize  Remediation Operations and perform 
recurring threat assessments based on the severity of a 
vulnerability (Common Vulnerability Scoring System‐CVSS 
rating) and report to customer yearly
Vendor must encrypt data at rest and in transit
Vendor system design must allow for robust passwords and 
multifactor authentication

Vendor system design must have role based user profiles 
allowing administrators to employ least privilege
Vendor developers must secure 3rd party service tokens
Vendor must hire 3rd party penetration testers to test 
application and report to customer yearly

Vendor must employ vulnerability management industry best 
practices throughout the software development lifecycle by 
using software composition analysis (SCA) tools.
The below questions/requirements are for off 
premise/cloud solutions only:
Are you a Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) member? Yes or No

Have you filled out the CSA  Consensus Assessment Initiative 
Questionnaire (CAIQ)?
If yes- Provide a copy of your completed CAIQ form with RFP 
packet.
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SECTION C

FUTURE TOOL / DESIRED FUNCTIONALITY Y 3P C F N

Vendor Response Comments Applicable Module(s)
Highway Management,  E911/Rural 

Addressing, Motor Pool, Fuel Reporting, 
Sign Management, Fleet Maintenance, 

Building Department, Planning and Zoning 
and Flood ControlITEM NO.

If no, are you willing to fill out a CSA Consensus Assessment 
Initiative Questionnaire (CAIQ)?

System should have an event or Schedule based GUI 
configurable user-friendly automation module. Event-Based 
Example: New Building Permit is created for a specified APN. 
The following information is copied from other data sources: 
Owner Name, Owner Address, Parcel Size, Zoning, 
Municipality. Schedule-Based Example: every evening 
populate odometer readings from fuel system into new tool.

System should have the ability to connect to external databases 
in support of event and time based automation.

Robust reporting module allowing ability to search and report on 
all fields, users, and assigned groups in database, including 
user-defined fields, with ability to organize, summarize, sort, 
and sub-total in a variety of ways.
Produce reports with graphs/charts etc.
Reports are available for viewing/downloading/export to industry 
standard file formats (Excel, Word,PDF,etc.)
Internally and Externally available web portal for publishing 
reports able to store standard reports for customers.
Web portal for reporting able to integrate with credit card vendor 
for online payments.
Print and email full reports and queries of all sizes from inside 
the tool.

Email distribution of reports, approval requests, etc. from within 
the system.
Report by flexible date range and multiple combinations of other 
parameters.
Ability to translate work hours into dollars to charge to a project 
based on employee’s fully loaded employee cost.
Modify report templates or standard reports and save new 
format for use in the future.
Create GIS graphical report overlays tied to activity.
Drill down from report line item to detail transaction level.
Monitor and report on user-defined Key Performance Indicators.

Intuitive ad hoc queries for users with wild card search and drop 
down lists. Search, sort, set report parameters (e.g. date)

Save a query as a report on desktop or to a library in the 
system.
Vendor policy on regulatory and or general reporting changes 
(regulatory or other)

Report on active and closed cases on by month and year.

100

101

102
103

104

98

99
IT - Automation

General - Reporting

110

111
112
113

114

105
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109

115
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117
Planning & Zoning Reporting
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SECTION C

FUTURE TOOL / DESIRED FUNCTIONALITY Y 3P C F N

Vendor Response Comments Applicable Module(s)
Highway Management,  E911/Rural 

Addressing, Motor Pool, Fuel Reporting, 
Sign Management, Fleet Maintenance, 

Building Department, Planning and Zoning 
and Flood ControlITEM NO.

Generate Open Work Order Report based off of geographical 
location.
generate automatic reports by flexible date range (weekly, 
monthly, Yearly etc.
Generate, edit, and save changes to Activity Work Record 
Report listing Road Yard workers and hours allocated per date 
entered in the application as well as equipment used.
Permit Searchability-Users will be able to search permits by any 
field in the permit form.
Able to report by flexible date range on past employees after 
they are no longer employed with the county.
Report on employee salary rate for any or multiple pay periods 
by flexible date range.
Report on miles of maintained road by surface type.
Report on activity miles of maintained road (e.g. resurface, 
crack sealed).
Report on labor, materials, and equipment by project and or 
activity.
Report on road surface changes, additions, and deletions by 
date range.

Report the number of Address requests processed.
Report the number of Street names assigned.
Report the number of GIS addressing edits/corrections 
submitted by the state (example: ESN, parcels, Community 
boundaries).
Report on road and addressing database discrepancies (road 
Errors, duplicate entries, inconsistent naming, new records etc.)

Produce reports based on Motor Pool Number (NAV (Holbrook) 
or SL (Show Low ) 
Produce Motor Pool reports containing Pool Number, and 
License Plate Number for each reservation 
Produce Motor Pool reports excluding Vehicle Number
Produce a daily vehicle reservation report.
support the use of the desktop application or mobile device for 
all tasks.
Produce reports based on date range on past employees after 
they are no longer employed with the county accurately.

Report on the Monthly Reservation transactions. This report 
breaks down monies owed to the General Fund by department.

121

122

123

124

125

118

120

Highway Management Reporting

136

131

132

133

134

135

126

127

128

129
130

Motor Pool Reporting

E911/Rural Addressing Reporting

137

139

Fuel Reporting

138
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SECTION C

FUTURE TOOL / DESIRED FUNCTIONALITY Y 3P C F N

Vendor Response Comments Applicable Module(s)
Highway Management,  E911/Rural 

Addressing, Motor Pool, Fuel Reporting, 
Sign Management, Fleet Maintenance, 

Building Department, Planning and Zoning 
and Flood ControlITEM NO.

Report on the Monthly Public Works fuel billing Accounts 
Payable transactions. This report breaks down monies owed to 
the General Fund by department.
Account for and report on use tax on items purchased when 
sales tax was not paid. 
Produce reports based on date range on past employees after 
they are no longer employed with the county accurately.

Produce a “Sign Summary” report that presents the number of 
active highway signs, their breakdown in terms of type, 
inspection rates/inspectors, and the number of open structure 
work orders.
Produce a “Sign Charts” report that presents generalized 
indicators of sign inspection status, inventory composition, and 
spatial distribution.
Produce a “Route Sheet” report that lists a complete master 
sheet of every sign in county by sign area.
Report on signs (Ice) that should be covered from May to 
September.
Report on signs (Ice) that should be and uncovered from 
October to April
Produce a “Inspections Due Route Sheet” report that lists all 
signs that need a NRRT (warning and regulatory signs) 
inspection by sign area for the remainder of the calendar year. 

Note: At the beginning of the year the above two reports show 
all the roads but as inspectors input inspection data throughout 
the year the signs/roads drop off the list.

Report on repair orders
Report on inventory (Vehicle and Equipment) county & non-
county owned.
Report by Vehicle/Equipment by department along with 
Vehicle/Equipment associated data.
Report on Vehicles by department (all departments) with vehicle 
#, fuel key #, make, model, current mileage, miles driven by 
flexible date range, cost to maintain vehicle yearly for last 3 
years individually then totaled.
Report on Maintenance past due (vehicle mileage from fuel 
input, calculated based on last service). 
Report on no Maintenance for 12 months.
Report on Vehicles by department (all departments) with all 
costs (labor and Parts) by flexible date range.
Report on fuel usage by department, fuel type, and vehicle by 
flexible date range.
Report on Vehicles by department (all departments) with current 
Vehicle mileage and all the yearly mileage.

142

147

148

149

150
151

143

144

145

146

140

141

Fleet Maintenance Reporting

Road Sign Management Reporting

157
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154

155
156
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SECTION C

FUTURE TOOL / DESIRED FUNCTIONALITY Y 3P C F N

Vendor Response Comments Applicable Module(s)
Highway Management,  E911/Rural 

Addressing, Motor Pool, Fuel Reporting, 
Sign Management, Fleet Maintenance, 

Building Department, Planning and Zoning 
and Flood ControlITEM NO.

Report on Vehicle/Equipment maintenance due in 250 miles or 
hours (or configurable threshold).
Produce reports that break down monies owed to the General 
Fund by department for fuel billing.
Fuel Usage Statistics Report/Dashboard.
Report on Maintenance past due (vehicle mileage from fuel 
input, calculated based on last service).
Report on no Maintenance for 12 months.
Report on Vehicles by department (all departments) with costs 
(Parts and Repairs, Preventative Maintenance Costs, Fuel).

 Report on Vehicles by department (all departments) with 
current Vehicle mileage and all the yearly mileage.
Report on Vehicle/Equipment maintenance due in 250 miles or 
hours (or configurable threshold).
Report on fuel Usage Statistics.

Census bureau- should be able to report to the census bureau 
monthly and yearly via automatically (total number and 
valuation of new single-family home, duplexes, or apartments)

ADEQ-Ability to export number of conventional septic systems, 
alternative septic systems, and number of septic repairs to a 
word document and auto-notify via email quarterly.

AZ dept of Housing OMH (Office of Manufactured housing)- 
report to the AZ dept of Housing OMH monthly on total number 
of permits & fees, HUD label, Serial number, Installer, site 
address, inspection date.
Ability to export and send via outlook/email internal permit to 
electric company (Navopache).
permit tracking dashboard for staff to track all expired permits 
and produce reports for distribution.
Ability to Populate current electric company PDF template from 
within the tool (APS).
Report on building permits issued by date range.

Ability to report on listing of parcels that have flood use permits.

Contain a form that can be labeled or renamed that will contain 
associated data and information bound together forming a 
Case/Ticket/Work Order/Repair Order etc.
Allows for the receiving of data through the request form and 
allow users to build/add data to the case throughout the life 
cycle of the case as needed.
Allow users to move case through a lifecycle process Example: 
Open/New/In Progress/Completed/Closed.

159

160

161

167

168

169

170

171

162

163
164

165

166

Building Department Reporting

177

178

172

173

174

175

176
General - Case/Ticket/Work Order/Repair Order etc.

Flood Control Reporting
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SECTION C

FUTURE TOOL / DESIRED FUNCTIONALITY Y 3P C F N

Vendor Response Comments Applicable Module(s)
Highway Management,  E911/Rural 

Addressing, Motor Pool, Fuel Reporting, 
Sign Management, Fleet Maintenance, 

Building Department, Planning and Zoning 
and Flood ControlITEM NO.

Allow admin users to create various case types and configure 
and assign/remove fields flexibly.
Allow admin users to edit field labels and field types as well as 
dropdown data selections.
Allow users to create a configurable web-based form that loads 
information into the database for external web-based requests .

Allow users to create a new case and enter data into the fields 
of the case.
Create a Case based on a web and internal tool request form 
that is submitted.
All data from the form integrated with the case so that it is 
searchable and reportable.
Capability to search and view Case/Ticket/Work Order/Repair 
Order locations with and without a map.
Allows attachment of original hard copy request form to the 
case as a file.
Allows for merging of 2 or more cases together forming 1 case.

Allow a re-opening of cases when they are closed.
Ability for parent/child associated cases.
Generate a Case/Ticket/Work Order/Repair order that includes 
several actions/items, with no limits (i.e. grind a street, pave a 
street, lower and raise iron on a street, mark street, add street 
signs to a street, trim trees on a street for paving)

Generate Case/Ticket/Work Order/Repair orders not tied to an 
asset, but tied to a location. (e.g. parent/child and vertical asset 
management components)
Ability to relate Case/Ticket/Work Order/Repair orders.
Ability to create and relate parent/child, or case/subcase.
Track relationship between Case/Ticket/Work Order/Repair 
orders.
Assign Case/Ticket/Work Order/Repair order priority status (e.g. 
priority 1 – 5) with ability to escalate.
Assign Case/Ticket/Work Order/Repair order severity status 
(e.g. priority 1 – 5) with ability to escalate.

Customer definable rules-based workflow throughout all 
modules.
Electronic approval/disapproval routing.
Contain configurable workflow processes administered by 
admin level users via an admin form/panel.
Execute cases through a configurable workflow process.
Allows assignment of workflow to individual users, groups.
Contain a workflow view for users to understand current case 
status.

179

180

181
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188
189
190
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196

General - Workflow

202
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SECTION C

FUTURE TOOL / DESIRED FUNCTIONALITY Y 3P C F N

Vendor Response Comments Applicable Module(s)
Highway Management,  E911/Rural 

Addressing, Motor Pool, Fuel Reporting, 
Sign Management, Fleet Maintenance, 

Building Department, Planning and Zoning 
and Flood ControlITEM NO.

Workflow that triggers automatic notifications to the proper 
users/groups involved with the workflow process via email, 
phone call, text message.
Inbox/pending work request queue form showing new request 
Workflow process that is configurable based off geographic 
location of functional teams.
Allow users involved in workflow to analyze/review/approve & 
disapprove requests.
Allow users to be placed into workflow sub teams 
auto-calculates the time that each sub team & User in the 
associated sub team has ownership of the permit.
 auto calculate time and date format for each ownership period.

Assign work to other users and or other groups.

Customer definable rules-based notification capability 
throughout all modules.
Contain a separate tab/panel/view with which to configure and 
send notifications
Notify by individual, multiple individuals, and by Group 
Allow building of notification groups to notify recipients and 
parties of interest (customers/Taxpayers/cities/State/Post Office 
etc.) via email, phone call, text message.
Customer definable and configurable notifications that contain 
URL/weblink to specific forms/cases, reports, or any data 
selected in the tool (Example: incoming request is in user’s 
work queue with hyperlink to request in tool, full email with all 
information needed for non-tool user external to the 
organization).
Send Notifications that contain attached files.

Integrate with Esri ArcGIS to show a map to locate a parcel by 
address and parcel number.
Integrate with Esri ArcGIS to show a map of selected parcels or 
roads and plan a route to one or multiple physical locations in 
the most efficient manner by using parcel number or address 
(Desktop & Mobile).
Ability to create work requests from inside the GIS viewing 
application. The routing function should be internal to the tool or 
will integrate with ArcGIS. 
The new Tool should have the ability to allow admin users to 
correct improper routing if needed.
The new Tool should have the ability to allow admin users to 
adjust access direction to any parcel.
Create a note in a free text field that can be sent to and will 
display on an associated parcel in ArcGIS.

207
208

209

210

211
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204
205

206

General - Notifications
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213
214
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216

General - Asset Lifecycle Management
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SECTION C

FUTURE TOOL / DESIRED FUNCTIONALITY Y 3P C F N

Vendor Response Comments Applicable Module(s)
Highway Management,  E911/Rural 

Addressing, Motor Pool, Fuel Reporting, 
Sign Management, Fleet Maintenance, 

Building Department, Planning and Zoning 
and Flood ControlITEM NO.

Use asset number, address, cross street or other attribute and 
see planned projects impacting that asset (e.g. for 
linear/horizontal asset, see other utility maintenance work 
projects, overlays, CIP.)
Integrate and work well with bar code scanners.
Integrate with parts vendor database systems pulling in the 
following data: Vendor, Invoice Number, Price, description of 
part, Quantity, Cost Category (Freight, Taxes, Shop Supplies, 
Environmental Fees or other Misc. costs) Unit Price of Cost 
Category.
Should have the ability to bar code scan part/s and associated 
data into parts inventory of tool database.
Should have the ability to bar code scan invoice and associated 
data tied to a specific part into inventory of tool database.

Place permits to expired status after 6 months of inactivity.
Send automatic notification to permit applicant, and Admin Staff 
with links to permit when moved to expired status.
Contain or integrate with an IVR system that will allow admin 
users to assign/require data for the inspection request.
Requestors will be able to call an IVR system and enter in 
information to schedule an inspection. 
The IVR will feed data into the new tool database.
Ability via mobile device to upload photos to the new tool.
Ability to integrate with industry standard plan review 
applications/systems. 
Ability to write on plan image documents with electronic red 
pen.
Via mobile device view map to access inspection site and 
subsequently upload inspection results and other associated 
data and attachments to the tool from the field connected or 
disconnected from the network.
Ability to upload large file sizes attached to permit request.
Ability to assign county finance bank account code based off of 
permit type square footage, interior remodel, new square 
footage.
Once bank account codes are assigned via the admin panel, 
future tool will automatically place funds in the bank account 
code when the permit process is run. User will have ability to 
manually adjust if needed.
Contain permit fee information and will calculate approximate 
fees prior to application being submitted. 
Once permit is submitted future tool will calculate fees based off 
of conditional field selection. 
Admin panel for users to assign fee costs by factors such as: 
permit type and square footage, interior remodel, new square 
footage.
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232

Building Department Desired Functionality
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SECTION C

FUTURE TOOL / DESIRED FUNCTIONALITY Y 3P C F N

Vendor Response Comments Applicable Module(s)
Highway Management,  E911/Rural 

Addressing, Motor Pool, Fuel Reporting, 
Sign Management, Fleet Maintenance, 

Building Department, Planning and Zoning 
and Flood ControlITEM NO.

Once fees are assigned via the admin panel future tool will 
automatically calculate permit fees when the permit process is 
run. User will have ability to manually adjust if needed.

Future tool has ability to print permits once complete for onsite 
copies.
Future tool has digital approval stamp capability.
Future tool has ability to create new request auto populating 
users general information for future permit applications.
Future tool will only allow selection of valid county APNs 
(required field).
Future tool should include zoning fields for general zoning, 
county setback, and other setbacks. Setback fields include 
separate fields for rear, front, and sides.
Download and import files from an external system or website 
for use as data via dropdown field in the system (AZ state 
Registrar of Contractors )
Future tool should have Inbox/Queue view sortable by date.
Building permit and inspection request form will be capable of 
receiving data via a web form linked to the county website.
Building permit form will contain fields for permit fee, permit 
type, bank account code, parcel #, general zoning, zoning 
setbacks, AZ state Registrar of Contractors, permit date, 
acreage size, ownership name, max lot coverage, free text 
notes, approval/disapproval.
Public Information Map Search or ArcGIS map should be 
integrated into future tool to prevent using different windows.
Tracking mechanism view to see status of the permit and what 
user in what team has ownership of the permit.
Building permit form will contain a section for permit inspection 
information and will contain fields for type of Inspection, Date of 
Inspection, Inspector Name, Inspection Pass or Fail, free text 
notes.
functionality for inspection pass/fail results via conditional fields 
and sub fields to categorize pass or failure reasons.
Future tool will identify and show approval status of Flood, 
Engineering, P & Z, and Building Inspector.
Approvals must be complete prior to notifying applicant.
Prior to notifying permit applicant all approvals must be 
complete.
Permit application form will contain a panel in the main form for 
entering payment information.
Building permit form will contain a section for payment 
information with the following fields Check/Money Order #, 
amount, Check Holder’s Name, Date of Check/Money Order.
New tool auto populates time/date of payment.
User scans in checks or money orders, and new tool associates 
images with permit.
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SECTION C

FUTURE TOOL / DESIRED FUNCTIONALITY Y 3P C F N

Vendor Response Comments Applicable Module(s)
Highway Management,  E911/Rural 

Addressing, Motor Pool, Fuel Reporting, 
Sign Management, Fleet Maintenance, 

Building Department, Planning and Zoning 
and Flood ControlITEM NO.

New tool scans in image and data via Optical Character 
Recognition (similar to ATM at bank) and allows user to verify 
edit and search scanned data.
When user selects save after payment receipt is auto-generated 
and presents in PDF format user can then select print if needed.

Submitter can pay in person or electronically via county website.

For electronic payments applicant will sign permit electronically 
and signature will be saved in the tool.
If applicant pays in person with credit card via card reader new 
tool will auto load payment information into the system.
Ability to take in person credit cards, with associated point of 
sale hardware.
When Applicant is ready to schedule an inspection for a permit, 
they can either call into an IVR (Interactive Voice Response) 
number or fill out an online form on the county website. Both 
methods will feed data into the new tool database, and once 
information is submitted it will not need to be loaded again.

Emergency/Same day Inspections will be a checkbox on the 
web form or selection in IVR.
Autogenerated Email Notification (via Future Tool) to requestor 
with status update of “Received” stored in the system.

email notification will contain a link to the incoming request. 
When link is selected user will be presented with the queue of 
requests, and the new request will be highlighted.  
Ability to classify emergency requests via field selection.
Emergency/Same day Inspections will be submitted in same 
manner, however email notifications will be sent to all 
inspectors. Inspector closest to the inspection site will accept 
the new request and perform inspection.
View for users to review inspection request and associated 
digital permit attached to request.
View for inspectors to review assigned inspections.
The new tool will have mapping & routing functionality so that 
the user can visually see the selected inspection sites on a map 
and select the most efficient route to inspection locations.

Inspection form will allow upload of photos and associate with 
inspection.
Ability to add inspection findings/notes via free text.
Contain a field for date of inspection.
 When inspection/s are completed permit is manually closed 
out.
Allow Pass/Fail results via conditional fields and sub fields.
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SECTION C

FUTURE TOOL / DESIRED FUNCTIONALITY Y 3P C F N

Vendor Response Comments Applicable Module(s)
Highway Management,  E911/Rural 

Addressing, Motor Pool, Fuel Reporting, 
Sign Management, Fleet Maintenance, 

Building Department, Planning and Zoning 
and Flood ControlITEM NO.

Autogenerated Email Notification (via Future Tool) to requestor 
with Inspection status findings/notes. 
If Inspection failed: Deficiencies will be listed and an email will 
be included with the statement that re-inspection is required 
after deficiencies are corrected.
On electric utility inspections future tool should: Auto notify via 
email electric company with the following information: Date of 
Inspection, permit #, street address, city, additional notes, 
parcel number, passed status.
Populate current electric company template.

Capability to connect and push data automatically to APS and 
Navopache electric company systems PDF template.
Permit Fee Deposit Process form will contain a list of non-
deposited payments. This list shows the associated county sub 
account the funds were deposited into.
Must have a bold physical marker in the user interface showing 
users that the permit has not been paid.
Permit Fee Deposit Process form will contain the ability to 
perform a reconciliation with hard copy checks.
Able to receive credit card transaction data reconciled by 3rd 
party credit card vendor website.
Able to submit to Finance department tool (New World) 
deposited funds. Data sent to finance: date of deposit, 
associated county sub account number/code that the funds 
were deposited into, and the associated check copy images are 
sent to New World.

Flood request form/view with an inbox/queue of flood requests.

Flood request form will sort by date, parcel number, requestor, 
permit number, flood plain zone, flood research conditions.

Flood request form will contain fields for research conditions 
(yes/no), site plan review results (yes/no), base flood elevation 
(from FEMA map), regulatory flood elevation (from FEMA map), 
remarks (free text).

ArcGIS Flood Control Map should integrate and overlay the 
Flood Plain over County Parcel Boundaries (Section, Township, 
Range) & FEMA Map Number.
Flood request form will contain fields for section, township, 
range numbers (fed from ArcGIS) and will auto populate into 
system.
Flood request form will contain fields auto populated from 
FEMA map for Digital Flood Insurance Rate map (DFIRM) 
FEMA # and date when user selects parcel, map # and date 
auto populates.
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Flood Control Desired Functionality
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SECTION C

FUTURE TOOL / DESIRED FUNCTIONALITY Y 3P C F N

Vendor Response Comments Applicable Module(s)
Highway Management,  E911/Rural 

Addressing, Motor Pool, Fuel Reporting, 
Sign Management, Fleet Maintenance, 

Building Department, Planning and Zoning 
and Flood ControlITEM NO.

When user enters parcel number shape file/map will auto 
populate the FEMA map number and date.
Flood request form will contain field for flood plain zone (fed 
from FEMA Digital Flood Insurance Rate map (DFIRM).
Flood request form will contain fields for named watercourse
(Taken from USGS site).
When performing flood site review ArcGIS Flood Control Map, 
FEMA Flood Plain Map, USGS Stream Stats (Delineates Water 
Course), Google Earth Pro tools should integrate with system to 
prevent inefficiency.
Ability to auto populate a Legal PDF document (flood use 
permit) that is sent to Permit requestor.

Able to save flood request document, send electronically, and 
print hard copy.
Able to attach documents and associate it with flood request.

When user selects save permit is completed and removed from 
the Flood Control inbox. 
Future tool should auto calculate time (in date format) that the 
Flood Control department (and each other user/team) had 
ownership of the permit.
Alert to notify building department staff when flood puts a hold 
on permit.
Alert to notify flood department that permit has been modified.

Allow admin user via an admin panel to designate geographic 
areas in the county and assign new sign and retire signs to an 
area (Sign Areas).
Allow user to search single or multiple signs by the following 
criteria: MUTCD codes (manual entry), Sign types Ice= Yes/No, 
Inspection zones, Sign Area (predefined geographic areas in 
the county- Holbrook), Road, Nighttime reflectivity Y/N, 
Sheeting material, Placed in Service, Retired Date, Marker 
Distance, Backing Material, Inspected Day, Night Inspected, 
Highway Subdivision, Direction.
User has the ability to search for a sign, click a mapping icon 
from an integrated ArcGIS map and bring up a map which 
displays a sign icon.
When hovering/selecting over single or multiple sign icon/s a 
window will present displaying the following data: Sign 
Identification number, MUTCD codes, Road #, Sign Installation 
date/time, Last Inspected date/time, Last Rating number, Last 
Nighttime Reflectivity Regulatory Test.
Ability to print out single or multiple sign/s for future Day or 
Night inspections by a specified geographical area.
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Road Sign Management Desired Functionality
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SECTION C

FUTURE TOOL / DESIRED FUNCTIONALITY Y 3P C F N

Vendor Response Comments Applicable Module(s)
Highway Management,  E911/Rural 

Addressing, Motor Pool, Fuel Reporting, 
Sign Management, Fleet Maintenance, 

Building Department, Planning and Zoning 
and Flood ControlITEM NO.

New sign addition/retirement form will contain fields for MUTCD 
(Manual uniform traffic control devices) device, sign ID #, 
inspection zone, sign area, NRRT (Night time Reflectivity 
Regulatory Test) checkbox, Ice Checkbox, notes (free text), 
latitude, longitude, road name & number, route behind & ahead, 
road direction, mile marker distance, sign face height & width (in 
inches), backing material, sheeting material, support material, 
support type, mounting height (in feet), offset (in feet), 
retirement date, highway subdivision.
When user selects MUTCD code the new tool will automatically 
generate a new Sign ID #.
automatically generate new sign ID numbers based on current 
availability of ID numbers.
New tool will be loaded with legacy sign ID numbers and will 
only assign new numbers going forward.
Night time Reflectivity Regulatory Test check box generates a 
report for night time inspection.
Sign admin users are able to adjust sign covering time periods 
via calendar day month selection.
Ice check box generates a report for covering and uncovering 
signs based on calendar.
When user enters latitude and longitude, the new tool will 
automatically generate the Route ahead and behind data.
 Road Name/Number will be automatically generated by the 
system.
New tool auto populates the “placed in service date” when new 
sign is added.
For sign retirement date user is presented with a calendar that 
defaults to present date but user can edit to any date in the 
calendar.
Sign event process form will contain fields for inspection type, 
sign rating, Night RR grade, event cost, repair type, remarks 
(free text).
The future tool will have the ability to receive uploaded photos 
via mobile device and associate to inspection.
Sign event process form will contain the ability to search load 
and present a particular sign.
Sign event process form will contain the ability to auto generate 
time/date stamp of sign event edit.
If a night time inspection is performed the RR (Reflectivity 
Rating) is captured.
New tool will have an admin panel for Sign department users to 
assign/edit dollar amounts to sign cost.
New tool will autopopulate sign costs based on pre loaded 
amounts during sign event process.

Support the use of the desktop application or mobile device for 
all tasks.
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SECTION C

FUTURE TOOL / DESIRED FUNCTIONALITY Y 3P C F N

Vendor Response Comments Applicable Module(s)
Highway Management,  E911/Rural 

Addressing, Motor Pool, Fuel Reporting, 
Sign Management, Fleet Maintenance, 

Building Department, Planning and Zoning 
and Flood ControlITEM NO.

Create yearly inspection list in January of each year pulling 
report from database and automatically organizing all county 
roads by Map Area & Highway Subdivision.
Input Inspector Findings (Rate Pavement) with the following 
data: Road Name/Segment, Inspection Date, Inspector, Safety 
check box, Surface, Pictures (of the Road) linking 
Latitude/Longitude with date/time stamp, Preservation 
Inspection check box (The road is Asphalt and inspector 
checked it for pavement preservation), Road Rating  0-10.
 Contain links on inspection form/screen to create a Highway or 
Sign Work order. 
Road Maintenance Work Order Creation/Closure form will 
contain a link to the Highway inspection process if created by 
inspection process.
Auto track the following: Original user name that opened the 
work order along with date when the user opened the work 
order, edits to existing work orders with associated date and 
time stamps.
Road Maintenance Work Order Creation/Closure form will 
contain fields for priority, road yard location, asset subtype, 
maintenance activity, work order open & close date, source, 
structure #, latitude, longitude, free text remarks, free text 
description of work.
Contain fields for road identifier,name,segment selection. If 
work order is generated from the Highway Inspection process 
the following Road Segment field will be auto-populated. After 
auto-population user will be able to edit if needed.

Auto-Populates current work order open date, but user can 
adjust date by a calendar pop-up.
When user is physically at site mobile device with GPS 
capability will auto-populate the latitude & longitude fields if 
selected.
User will have the ability to manually edit the latitude & 
longitude fields once auto-populated.
Work record form will allow user to add one or multiple records 
at a time.
Work record form will auto-generate a unique record ID#.
Work record form will contain fields for date & type of work 
performed, list of current projects (system defaults to Non-
Project), Remarks.
Work record form will contain fields for entering staff, equipment 
and materials (Enter Employee ID, Employee Name, Hours, 
Overtime Hours (if Applicable),
Equipment 1 type, Equipment 1 Hours, Equipment 2 type, 
Equipment 2 hours, Material 1 type, Material 1 amount, Material 
2 type, Material 2 amount). 
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SECTION C

FUTURE TOOL / DESIRED FUNCTIONALITY Y 3P C F N

Vendor Response Comments Applicable Module(s)
Highway Management,  E911/Rural 

Addressing, Motor Pool, Fuel Reporting, 
Sign Management, Fleet Maintenance, 

Building Department, Planning and Zoning 
and Flood ControlITEM NO.

User should have the ability on the work record form to select a 
segment, multiple segments or the entire Highway/road as well 
a subdivision.
When a subdivision is added initially to the tool if all roads are 
not accurate the user must manually edit each road individually 
so that the roads coincide with the activity performed.

Highway phone log form will contain fields for call date, close 
date, caller info (name, address, phone etc.), phone log issue & 
location, item type, free text notes, physical location (of issue).

Highway phone log form will be capable of printing.
Right of way form will be capable of receiving data via a web 
form linked to the county website.
Only current county maintained roads are available for a 
Applicant/Contractor/Utility to submit an application online.
When applicant begins typing the address, the system will 
present available options for the user to select.
Right of way form will contain a view for pending permits.
Right of way form will contain a field for the user to select one or 
multiple permit or work type/s.
When selection in this field is made associated sub tending 
fields will become active. Example: When culvert is selected the 
associated fields for culvert work will become active and able to 
be populated. 
Right of way form will contain a field for entering applicant, 
owner, and contractor name/contact information, registrar of 
contractor #, work location address & parcel number, estimated 
start and finish dates, free text comments & special conditions.

Right of way form will have a check box above applicant, owner, 
and contractor contact info for designation of preferred point of 
contact on the permit.
"For Department Use Only" will be displayed on the hard copy 
printed forms and new tool will auto populate specified data if 
data is entered into the system earlier on in the process.

Permit Searchability-Users will be able to search permits by any 
field in the permit form.
Staff management form will be capable of adding a new 
employee to the system with the following associated fields: first 
& last name, employee start/end dates, employee pay rate, 
overtime time allocation and associated $ amount, paperwork 
time allocation, vehicle inspection time allocation, 
Training/Certification or Equipment Qualification Data.
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SECTION C

FUTURE TOOL / DESIRED FUNCTIONALITY Y 3P C F N

Vendor Response Comments Applicable Module(s)
Highway Management,  E911/Rural 

Addressing, Motor Pool, Fuel Reporting, 
Sign Management, Fleet Maintenance, 

Building Department, Planning and Zoning 
and Flood ControlITEM NO.

Future system should be tied in with the HR system and all 
current employees will present in a search menu when the 1st 
letters of their name are typed. User can then select employee 
name.
Future system should be tied in with the HR system and when 
employee name is selected their official start and end date is 
auto-populated.
The New system should be able to add multiple start and end 
dates for all periods of each pay rate for the employee in the 
same screen based on the Personnel Action form.
Future tool should allow Public Works level admin to set 
standard overtime qualification, paperwork and vehicle 
inspection amounts in an Admin panel. When New Employee is 
added this data will auto-populate.
Training/Certification Type ,Equipment/Vehicle Type, Date of 
training/Certification, fields should be configurable for Public 
Works Admin to add/edit as needed. 
allow Public Works admin in a admin module/panel to 
create/edit/delete training or certification types that are 
trackable/and reportable by date.
Configurable to Auto-Notify Users prior to applicable expiration 
dates.
Special project form will contain fields for entering project name, 
project start & end dates, project manager, project description 
(free text).
When the user enters in the project end date the system will 
close the project, however any future reporting will accurately 
capture timeframes of the project duration.
Highway User Revenue Fund (HURF) form for county 
maintained road segments will contain fields for search, county 
maintained road, road surface and usage, work approval.

Highway User Revenue Fund (HURF) form for county 
maintained road segments will pull in road data and map from 
ArcGIS.
When user begins to type road name selections present for the 
user to choose from.
Executing the Highway Maintenance Materials Process adds 
material and material cost to the materials list so the user can 
draw upon it from the scheduler and daily activity card 
processes.
Highway Maintenance Materials form will contain fields for 
material type and detail, contract start and end dates 
(mmddyyyy) format, organization (that materials belong to), 
material supplier, material unit of measure, material cost per 
unit, remarks (free text).
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SECTION C

FUTURE TOOL / DESIRED FUNCTIONALITY Y 3P C F N

Vendor Response Comments Applicable Module(s)
Highway Management,  E911/Rural 

Addressing, Motor Pool, Fuel Reporting, 
Sign Management, Fleet Maintenance, 

Building Department, Planning and Zoning 
and Flood ControlITEM NO.

For Pavement Preservation Program, Condition tracking with 
actual useful life, customer-defined conditions, replacement 
cost and time analysis.
Ability to group assets within a category and area in GIS format 
to help schedule and coordinate maintenance activities.

An audit view of informational records and associated 
parameters when performing searches by vehicle.
The ability to view notes/remarks from other users associated to 
the vehicle or equipment they have entered data on.

Efficient view of Vehicle Repair History.
User will be able to search currently assigned 
vehicles/equipment in various ways: Individual data points, All 
Vehicles, Date Ranges License plate, Vehicle # VIN, Make, 
Model, etc.
Contain a form named “Repair Order” that contains fields 
mentioned in the below requirements.
Ability to generate internal repair orders or service requests.
Work or Repair order form should allow users to search 
currently assigned vehicles in various ways: flexible date 
Ranges all vehicles, license plate, vehicle # VIN, make, model, 
etc.
Repair order Form should auto-generate and populate the 
following: work/repair order creation date, Record ID#, Work 
Start Date, Username (of user creating Repair Order).
Repair Order Form should contain a header information 
section/panel with fields for users to add containing: 
Vehicle/Equipment Number, Odometer/Hours, Repair Facility, 
Preventive Maintenance Schedule, Work End Date.
Repair Order Form should Auto Populate department vehicle or 
equipment number that is assigned when created.
Repair Order Form should contain Repair Action Lines and 
Code Screen section/panel with fields for user to add 
containing: Part (from Outside Vendor or from Internal 
inventory), Repair Reason, Job Description (Free Text), VMRS 
(Vehicle Maintenance Repair Schedule) Description.

Repair Order Form should contain a Labor List section/panel 
with fields for user to add containing: Labor Source, Mechanic 
Name, Labor Hours, Unit Price (before shipping and taxes).

Repair Order Form should Auto Populate Dropdown listing of all 
mechanic names when mechanic name field is selected.
Admin user should be able to add/delete mechanic names.
Repair Order Form should Auto Populate Mechanic Wage. 
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Fleet Maintenance Desired Functionality
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SECTION C

FUTURE TOOL / DESIRED FUNCTIONALITY Y 3P C F N

Vendor Response Comments Applicable Module(s)
Highway Management,  E911/Rural 

Addressing, Motor Pool, Fuel Reporting, 
Sign Management, Fleet Maintenance, 

Building Department, Planning and Zoning 
and Flood ControlITEM NO.

User should also be able to manually change labor rate when 
labor hours field is selected.
Admin user should be able to create Auto Calculation 
parameters.
Labor rate form with ability to enter in specific mechanic by first 
& last name, hourly wage, date mechanic started work, date 
mechanic ended work.
Labor rate form will allow when a mechanic leaves the county a 
Leave date is entered which removes the mechanic from the 
dropdown list of mechanics available when creating a Work 
Order.
Labor rate form will have the ability to auto-calculate the cost of 
benefits with the hourly wage cost (based on percentages) 
populating a total labor rate value (which is calculated per hour 
for reimbursement).
Labor rate form will have the ability to take an average of 
employee hourly wages and apply it to all or selected 
mechanics.
Labor rate process form will present mechanic name and 
current wage when mechanic icon is selected.
Delineate Labor Rates for Employee Costs vs. overhead.

Repair Order Form should contain a Labor List section/panel 
with fields for user to add containing: Labor Source, Mechanic 
Name, Labor Hours, Unit Price (before shipping and taxes).

Repair Order Form should Auto Populate Dropdown listing of all 
mechanic names when mechanic name field is selected.
Admin user should be able to add/delete mechanic names.
Repair Order Form should Auto Populate Mechanic Wage and 
user should also be able to manually change labor rate when 
labor hours field is selected.
Admin user should be able to create auto calculation 
parameters.
Repair Order Form should contain a Parts List Panel/Misc. 
Panel (This is where we add the tax) /Repair Order notes 
Panel/Products List Panel with fields for user to add containing: 
Internal Inventory button, Internal Inventory location, Internal 
Inventory part and quantity, External Part Information, Save 
button.
Repair Order Form should Auto Populate Dropdown listing of 
inventory locations.
Admin user should be able to add/delete inventory locations.
When Internal Inventory button is selected Repair Order Form 
should Auto Populate cost of part.
When Internal Inventory part and quantity button is selected 
Admin user should be able to change cost of part.
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SECTION C

FUTURE TOOL / DESIRED FUNCTIONALITY Y 3P C F N

Vendor Response Comments Applicable Module(s)
Highway Management,  E911/Rural 

Addressing, Motor Pool, Fuel Reporting, 
Sign Management, Fleet Maintenance, 

Building Department, Planning and Zoning 
and Flood ControlITEM NO.

Repair Order Form should Auto Populate External part and 
invoice information when part is selected by user. (This data is 
gathered when part is scanned via bar code scanner).
Support bar code reading for additions and depletions to 
inventory.
Bar Code Scanner Auto-Populates part into tool database along 
with Vendor, Invoice Number, Price, description of part, 
Quantity, Cost Category (Freight, Taxes, Shop Supplies, 
Environmental Fees or other Misc. costs),Unit Price of Cost 
Category.
Repair Order Form should allow User to enter in External Part 
information manually if needed.
Generate repair/work order with default information from 
predefined preventive maintenance tasks.
Contain a view of Vehicle Repair History.
Vehicle Inventory Assignment Form should contain fields for 
user to add containing: license Plate Number, VIN #, 
Vehicle/Equipment Make, County Vehicle Class (Snow Plow, 
Trailer etc.), Odometer/Hours  Vehicle Location, Optional Fuel 
Key Required Check box, Bulk Key Number, Bulk Account 
Number (who pays for fuel), Decommission Date, Operating 
Cost, Assign Vehicle #, Year built, Model #, Maintaining Facility 
(selections of county maintenance facilities), Ownership (county 
owned, Not County Owned), Fuel Key, Fuel Account #, Fuel 
Type, In Service Date (this is the date the vehicle or equipment 
was put into use), Tire size.

Vehicle Inventory Assignment Form should contain fields for 
Sub Department (which dept owns vehicle), Start and End date 
fields (identifying when a specific department has possession of 
a certain vehicle/equipment), Work Management Equipment 
check box (ties in Highway Mgt part of system),Vehicle Image 
(as attachment), purchase price & date.

Vehicle Inventory Assignment Form should Auto Generate and 
Populate the “image date” (the date that the image was loaded 
or attached to the tool).
Vehicle Inventory Assignment Form should contain a Special 
Equipment Section/panel with fields for users to add containing: 
Equipment Make, Model, Serial #, Equipment Type. (e.g. 2-way 
Radios installed into a truck).
Vehicle Inventory Assignment Form should contain a section for 
Vehicle Periodic Maintenance Scheduling with the following 
fields: Standard Vehicle, Heavy Truck, Equipment, Not County 
Maintained, Yearly.
Electronically import mileage, fuel and consumption data from 
Fuel Management system into Equipment/Vehicle Records.
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SECTION C

FUTURE TOOL / DESIRED FUNCTIONALITY Y 3P C F N

Vendor Response Comments Applicable Module(s)
Highway Management,  E911/Rural 

Addressing, Motor Pool, Fuel Reporting, 
Sign Management, Fleet Maintenance, 

Building Department, Planning and Zoning 
and Flood ControlITEM NO.

Automatic notification to drivers when maintenance on their 
vehicle is due.
Support multiple inventory valuation methods for Parts/Supplies 
Inventory (LIFO, FIFO, Average, etc.)
For Parts/Supplies Inventory Min/max order quantities and re-
order lead times that trigger suggested purchase requisitions.

Maintenance triggers and schedule based on customer defined 
parameters such as warranty expiration, usage hours, flow 
volumes, asset age, environmental conditions, average 
expected life, time milestones (e.g. every 5 years), etc.

Warranty tracking and expiration alerts on inventory and  
components.
Generate inspection schedules based on asset types and 
customer defined inspection rules.
Ability to make bulk changes to sets of both preventive 
maintenance and reactive work orders.
Store and assign preventive maintenance procedures tied to 
work type and asset.
Allow users to select (by defining a geographic area on a map) 
assets in a GIS viewing application and create work orders 
associated to the selected assets, or a certain type of asset 
within that location.
Track materials issued to a work order; interface to Inventory 
module for automated adjustments to inventory levels.
Generate a work order that includes maintenance on multiple 
assets.
Generate repair order status messages to requestor.
Track asset activities and history for unlimited years (e.g. 
repairs, replacement, refurbishment, maintenance, upgrades, 
retirement, abandon-in-place, disposal cost, etc.)
No limit to amount of repair/work orders that can be open at any 
time.

Fuel admin users will have the ability to send, receive, and edit 
the Fuel Billing report to various departments via email triggered 
by tool workflow.
Public Works Accounts Payable users will have the ability to 
run, send, and receive the fuel billing report to various 
departments via email triggered by tool workflow.
Fuel admin users will have the ability to edit system and Fuel 
Billing reports.
Generate & Auto-Assign Fuel Key Number
Automatically assign the next available fuel key number to any 
new vehicle or equipment
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SECTION C

FUTURE TOOL / DESIRED FUNCTIONALITY Y 3P C F N

Vendor Response Comments Applicable Module(s)
Highway Management,  E911/Rural 

Addressing, Motor Pool, Fuel Reporting, 
Sign Management, Fleet Maintenance, 

Building Department, Planning and Zoning 
and Flood ControlITEM NO.

Receive replicated data from New World for New and Deleted 
users (former employees) as well as associated department 
designation data.
Use replicated User data to reference and generate mileage 
and fuel related reports.
Mileage and fuel related reports should contain the following 
data: Data Entered: Fuel Chip Key number, Vehicle Name, 
Username, Badge number, Vehicle mileage, Fueling date, 
Amount fueled, Price of Fuel, Fuel Site Number, Vehicle 
Department  
Receive manual or automated/replicated data from fuel system 
(Phoenix tool).

Contain a Motor Pool box on the Vehicle Inventory Assignment 
form.
Web form that can be configured for Navajo County Motor Pool 
functions for internal and external users to access and fill out 
and submit for vehicle reservations.
Motor pool user permissions require login for a user to make 
vehicle reservations or not be able to make reservations.*This 
will make sure that unauthorized users cannot reserve under 
another username or cancel another users reservation.

Web form used for Motor Pool function will contain username 
and password fields for users to login to the system.

Web form used for Motor Pool function will have a link to the 
Motor Pool rules and instructions information.
Motor pool reservation form should contain calendar drop down 
for flexible date range selections for the period of the 
reservation.
Auto present all available vehicles for reservations.
Select vehicle as in-county or out of county and present only 
vehicles based on that selection. 
motor pool admin users have the ability to authorize/revoke 
authorization for a user to have motor pool permissions.
motor pool admin users have the ability to make and 
change/cancel reservations for any motor pool user.
motor pool admin users have the ability to make and 
change/cancel reservations in application and said changes will 
reflect correctly in the reports and billing statements.
motor pool admin users have the ability to assign vehicle as in-
county or out of county.
motor pool admin users have the ability to change/edit the date 
range on the calendar drop down menu for vehicle reservations.

motor pool admin users have the ability to select a vehicle 
identifying it to be in a “Pulled for Service” status.
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SECTION C

FUTURE TOOL / DESIRED FUNCTIONALITY Y 3P C F N

Vendor Response Comments Applicable Module(s)
Highway Management,  E911/Rural 

Addressing, Motor Pool, Fuel Reporting, 
Sign Management, Fleet Maintenance, 

Building Department, Planning and Zoning 
and Flood ControlITEM NO.

Remove vehicles that are in a “Pulled for Service” status from 
the available vehicle reservation list with a selectable date 
range calendar drop down menu.
Once “Pulled for Service” status ends, the vehicle will 
automatically be placed in as a viable choice for users.
If a vehicle is currently being reserved and that vehicle is put 
into a “Pulled for Service” status the tool should have the ability 
to replace reserved vehicle with a new vehicle and automatically 
send a notification email to the affected User, notifying them of 
the change.
identify vehicle reservation availability by location, prior 
reservations, and pulled for maintenance dates, to determine 
which vehicles are available for that date range (For motor pool 
reservations).
Send an email notification to users after a user completes a 
reservation containing pre populated excel form.
Send an email notification to PW.Temp@navajocountyaz.gov 
after a user completes a reservation only if the reservation is 
made for the same day.
motor pool admin users have the ability to adjust reservation 
daily cost of vehicle and days reserved.
Produce an excel document that is populated with the following 
information: User, dates, pool number, cost, for printing by the 
user.
Motor pool admin users will have the ability to send, receive, 
and edit the Motor Pool Reservation Billing report to various 
departments via email triggered by workflow.
Motor pool admin users have the ability to pull motor pool 
related reports.
Public Works Accounts Payable users will have the ability to 
run, send, and receive the Motor Pool Reservation Billing report 
to various departments via email triggered by workflow.

On the Vehicle Inventory Assignment form when Motor Pool box 
is selected the fields below will be pushed to the Motor Pool 
form and will present and be able to be populated: Motor Pool 
Location, Motor Pool #,Daily Cost, Reservation “To and From 
date", "Pulled for Service” date range (This function removes 
the vehicle from availability for the dates selected),Odometer 
reading, In County or Out of County use (In-County vehicles 
primarily used for shorter trips Out of county vehicles primarily 
used for long trips, Free Text Notes field.

Data in the above fields to be pushed and viewable in the Motor 
Pool Section of Tool.
Motor pool admin users have the ability to edit information and 
pull reports.
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SECTION C

FUTURE TOOL / DESIRED FUNCTIONALITY Y 3P C F N

Vendor Response Comments Applicable Module(s)
Highway Management,  E911/Rural 

Addressing, Motor Pool, Fuel Reporting, 
Sign Management, Fleet Maintenance, 

Building Department, Planning and Zoning 
and Flood ControlITEM NO.

Integrate with Microsoft Active Directory system (for Email 
address) 

Minor land division form will be capable of receiving data via a 
web form linked to the county website.
Minor land division form will contain fields for parcel 
split/combination data, application approval or rejection, free 
text rejection/deficiency notes, survey review approval or 
rejection, survey review notes, surveyor name, application 
successfully recorded along with recording date.
New Tool should integrate with other tools such as Bluebeam 
CAD program, County property information map search (PIMS), 
and Google Earth Pro for efficiency when performing zoning and 
land survey review.
When user selects save, permit leaves inbox/queue based on 
workflow configuration.
Export to an email approval/rejection information for applicant 
notification.
Able to perform electronic signature in minor land division 
module by applicant and other users.
Electronic signature via tool is workflow triggering action to send 
application to Assessor.
Contain real time integration/feed from Treasurer tool to validate 
if property taxes are current. 
If property taxes are current, tool will move permit to next step in 
the workflow.
If property taxes are not current, tool will keep permit in P & Z 
inbox and placed on hold.
Export to an email on hold status due to unpaid property taxes 
information for applicant notification.
Once Applicant pays taxes after data is pushed from Treasurer 
new tool, PW New Tool will move permit to next step in the 
workflow.
Receive new parcel and associated parcel number via push 
from RealWare integration.
Ability to specify zoning on a specified parcel.
 Zoning Verification Request form will be capable of receiving 
data via a web form linked to the county website.
 Zoning Verification Request form will contain fields for 
requestor contact, parcel information, input zoning information.

Contain functionality if parcel has both zoning specified and is 
not designated for manual review the New Tool automatically 
generates a digitally signed form and emails it to owner.

 Zoning Verification Request form will contain an inbox/queue 
view for working requests.
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SECTION C

FUTURE TOOL / DESIRED FUNCTIONALITY Y 3P C F N

Vendor Response Comments Applicable Module(s)
Highway Management,  E911/Rural 

Addressing, Motor Pool, Fuel Reporting, 
Sign Management, Fleet Maintenance, 

Building Department, Planning and Zoning 
and Flood ControlITEM NO.

Export to an email zoning verification information for applicant 
notification.
Integrate with ArcGIS zoning map for zoning analysis efficiency.

Ability to analyze if parcel is unspecified or in a geographical 
area designated by Planning and Zoning for manual review.

Contain admin panel for assignment of geographical area 
identification and non-review designation.
Hearing pre-application form will be capable of receiving data 
via a web form linked to the county website.
Ability to upload medium file sizes attached to the request

Ability to print permits once complete for onsite copies

Hearing pre-application form will contain fields for pre-
application data like: application approval or rejection, free text 
rejection/deficiency notes, application/meeting review approval 
or rejection, sub teams, Enter Pre-Application/Meeting 
Description (via Free Text field), meeting date (pop up 
calendar), meeting location, notes/comments (via free text 
field), approve/disapprove to proceed.
Export to an email pre-application information for applicant and 
other notifications.
Contain admin panel to assign sub teams based on 
geographical information and other permit associations.
When pre-application process is run field selections engage 
proper teams based off of admin mapping
Users will have the ability to manually add sub teams for 
meeting invitation/notification.
Able to integrate with Outlook calendar to book county 
conference rooms.
After approval when user selects save submitter will receive 
auto notification with meeting time/date/location information, 
and permit number. Other Sub-Teams will receive auto 
notification with internally based information.
Email populated form will contain Link to view in tool (Internals 
only)
Externals get email only with all needed information.
Tool users will be able to add comments via free text field.
Non-tool users can respond via Email and response will load 
into tool/notes.
Case/Work Log Tracking form will be capable of receiving data 
via a web form linked to the county website.
Ability to upload large file sizes attached to request

Ability to print documents attached to application.
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SECTION C

FUTURE TOOL / DESIRED FUNCTIONALITY Y 3P C F N

Vendor Response Comments Applicable Module(s)
Highway Management,  E911/Rural 

Addressing, Motor Pool, Fuel Reporting, 
Sign Management, Fleet Maintenance, 

Building Department, Planning and Zoning 
and Flood ControlITEM NO.

Case/Work Log Tracking form will contain fields for data like: 
application approval or rejection, free text rejection/deficiency 
notes, Request type, Project Name (via free text), Applicant 
information, property information, hearing date (pop up 
calendar), meeting location, notes/comments (via free text 
field), approve/disapprove to proceed.

Export to an email information for applicant and other 
notifications.
Future tool will calculate fee amount based off request type and 
size of property.
Assign unique case number and capture input accepted date 
when user accepts application.
Able to integrate with Outlook calendar to book county 
conference rooms.
Administrative Permit form will contain fields for application 
approval or rejection, free text rejection/deficiency notes.
Export to an email information for applicant and other 
notifications.
Hearing preparation form will contain fields for 
advertisement/hearing Language, Staff Report, 
Comments/Recommendations, Resolution, Staff Packet, Case 
Information, notes (fee text), comments fields (free text) 

Have an integration with AgendaQuick and push required data 
into the AgendaQuick from the system.
Ability to receive comments/ recommendations from other users 
and teams.
Ability to attach staff packet/relevant case docs.

GUI interface to view the properties by GIS layer and 
associated tablature information.
highlight the associated feature being edited when a user 
makes an edit.
Dashboard for easy viewing of a data proposal that is being 
submitted displaying the current information and the GIS 
representation of the data.
Fully integrated with ESRI ArcGIS and should be able to push 
and pull data from the GIS system without additional software 
development.
Ability correlate on a map where address request/issue is 
referring to via integrated Arc GIS map.
Migrate legacy data and associated data links and hierarchy to 
new system for access to street addressing and E911 data 
providing same functionality in legacy tool.
Export specific layers of data to a CD for burning/copying
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SECTION C

FUTURE TOOL / DESIRED FUNCTIONALITY Y 3P C F N

Vendor Response Comments Applicable Module(s)
Highway Management,  E911/Rural 

Addressing, Motor Pool, Fuel Reporting, 
Sign Management, Fleet Maintenance, 

Building Department, Planning and Zoning 
and Flood ControlITEM NO.

Provide credentialed users the ability to download specific 
shapefiles and other associated data for their own use 
(Emergency Providers). 
Develop Maps based off user configuration.
Print maps from the user interface.
export data to PDF, .XLS, CSV, XML, Word, GIS Shape file, 
.GDB, .TXT and other industry standard file types.
Give properly credentialed users access to download files and 
other products (or interact with One Drive /FTP site)
Update all downstream products nightly (example Addressing 
Maps .MXDs recreated as a PDF) whenever changes are 
approved to the system.
Produce PDF from GIS information for distribution back to the 
customer.
Searchable by ESN (Emergency Service Number) layers would 
need to be searchable by all fields in that data set (Fire, Law, 
Medical etc.)
Searchable by case number, Name of Affected Parties, Parcel, 
Situs Address, Road, Segment ID (piece of a road).
Give External (Non-County) users permissions to fill out a digital 
form requesting a new address
Give External (Non-County) users permissions to fill out a digital 
form to Identify an address Error and/or propose change

Give External users the credentials to the system for them to 
edit a proposal to their own jurisdictional information
Give internal (county users) the ability to accept/deny external 
proposals
Give internal (county users) the ability to accept/deny internal 
proposals
Give users the ability to Flag/identify errors for review
Perform a data check on the road and addressing for accuracy.

Should have the ability to present from a dropdown list of road 
names when the user begins to type and then auto-populate 
based on the user selection
Not Allow use of an existing address to be assigned to a 
specific road.
Propose to user a list of names excluding blacklisted names, 
existing current address names, and including a pre-populated 
street name list based off of the theme of the geographical area 
(example a neighborhood that has street names of different 
horse breeds).
Allow admin users to configure list of names (Example: Add 
remove unauthorized names)
allow Interested parties to track the status of their case/ticket 
via website
Print all forms/screens
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SECTION C

FUTURE TOOL / DESIRED FUNCTIONALITY Y 3P C F N

Vendor Response Comments Applicable Module(s)
Highway Management,  E911/Rural 

Addressing, Motor Pool, Fuel Reporting, 
Sign Management, Fleet Maintenance, 

Building Department, Planning and Zoning 
and Flood ControlITEM NO.

Request Board of Supervisor meeting agenda item from inside 
tool or create a new name request exportable to  AgendaQuick 
(vendor- Destiny Software)
Ability to compare data in external databases with internal data.557
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